Acid-base chemistry of the blood--a general model.
This paper describes a general model of acid-base chemistry of the blood which can be used to simulate physiological perturbation of acid-base chemistry on addition or removal of any buffer acid or base. In particular, it is shown how this model can be used to estimate the concentrations of buffer acid or base. In particular, it is shown how this model can be used to estimate the concentrations of buffer acids and bases when blood is equilibrated to a new pCO2, when hydrogen ions H+ are added to the blood, or when two pools of blood with different concentrations of buffer acids and bases are mixed. The ability of the model to represent the addition or removal of any acid or base is a significant increase in functionality above the Siggaard-Andersen nomogram which is limited to simulating the effects of equilibrating the blood to a new pCO2. When used to represent the situation where blood is equilibrated at a new pCO2 the model enables calculation of the amount CO2 removed during equilibration, a further increase in functionality above the Siggaard-Andersen nomogram. In two experimental situations, equilibrating blood to a new pCO2 and addition of H+ ions, the model predictions are shown to be consistent with existing experimental data in the form of the Siggaard-Andersen nomogram.